GOOD(S) MORNING DELIVERY PILOT

During the next five years driving to Seattle’s downtown will be challenging. While SDOT and our partners are working to manage congestion, our downtown remains open and goods will still need to be delivered.

What?
- SDOT will designate continuous stretches of curbspace as Commercial Vehicle Load Zone (CVLZ)-only from 6 AM – 11 AM Monday-Saturday. Spaces aimed to be installed before January 13th and be in place at least through summer 2019.
- SDOT will evaluate use of loading and stakeholder feedback to determine future program steps.

Why?
- While roadway space will be limited during the Seattle Squeeze, available curbspace for loading and unloading commercial vehicles will be even more limited.
- 6 AM – 11 AM is an opportune time for goods delivery and receipt, and parking is traditionally less used during this time.
- Providing large dedicated loading areas in strategic locations can make delivery more predictable and avoid failed first delivery attempts.

Where?
- The program will install new AM CVLZs at five locations in downtown Seattle where available curbspace is otherwise limited.
- While these new areas do not include Pike Place Market, most curbspace on Pike Place is already signed for loading only until 10 AM.

CVLZs are established to provide special loading areas in high-demand areas for service delivery vehicles. Permits for use are issued by SDOT and permit applications are available online. For more info, call (206) 684-5086
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